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Ceiling: chandeliers

1. Simbiosi
Davide Groppi

2. Supernova
Lasvit

3. Provence
Elstead Lighting

On show: Light+Building

On show: Downtown Design Dubai

On show: Light+Building

Simbiosi rethinks the chandelier, as a
restructured collection of metal pendants
that can be assembled according to the
aesthetic taste of the user. Featured at
Light+Building, the thin red wire that
connects the light sources relates each
part to one another, which serves as the
principle component of the project.
www.davidegroppi.com

Launched at Euroluce 2015 and later
shown at Downtown Dubai, the Supernova
is an interactive glass kinetic sculpture.
It introduces the future into the present,
magically transforming itself in both time
and space. Composed of clear glass with
linear texture it creates fascinating light
patterns through various angles.
www.lasvit.com

The Provence chandelier launched at
Light+Building is a flexible six light
chandelier that has adjustable knuckle
joints to project long and wide over a table
or contract back to a deeper more compact
chandelier. Available in polished nickel
finish, Provence can also be customised in
old bronze, aged brass or polished copper.
www.elsteadlighting.com

4. Halo
Manooi

5. Bibendum
Martin Huxford

6. Solitaire Modern
Niche Modern

On show: Light+Building

On show: Maison et Objet

On show: Light+Building

Halo is the new suspended chandelier
from Manooi’s collection launched at
Light+Building and designed by János Héder.
Halo combines modern, high-quality LED as
a light source, directed outwards along the
lamp’s outside face with Swarovski crystal
trimmings. The lamp hangs from the ceiling
from a galvanised Bowden cable.
www.manooi.com

A cool fusion of late Deco and Modernist
themes inspires this curvaceous chandelier
launched at Maison et Objet. The
repeated pattern of tightly packed curved
shades, held between contrasting square
profile circular frames of gold, creates
a harmonious centrepiece. Bibendum is
available in three sizes.
www.martinhuxford.com

As seen at ICFF, Solitaire Modern is part
of Niche Modern's Sola 36 chandelier
collection. Elegant and timeless,
this modern chandelier features the
manufacturer's signature Solitaire glass
shape. Each piece is original, authentic and
made by hand with an opaline glass colour
and a satin brass finish.
www.nichemodern.com

